
 

                                                                                                                         

The students of TY MCA 
DataScienceLab Interested students kindly register your nam
on or before 24th  Nov 2017 

Position : Software Testing  
No of Positions :- 06 
Location : Bangalore or Hyderabad
Joining date : Immediate 
 
Specification 
 
1. Very good attitude 
2. Strong in one programming language 
3. Good understanding of Web Architecture or Strong Android or Strong
4. Should be good in Linux commands (good in using Vi editor / putty etc.)
5. Desirable : if they have good un
6. Aptitude to learn things - not scared of technology
 
They would first be taken as Interns and then based on performance they would be 
converted to full time employees in 1
monthly salary of 10k. On confirmation it becomes 2Lakhs per annum and after 6 
months to 2.4 Lakhs per annum.
 
Interview Process 
 1. Two Technical Interviews live web/phone.
 2. One Final Interview. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ref. No. 2017-18/046 PLACEMENT NOTICE

       Arjun R. Kale 

Training & Placement Officer 
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 / SYMCS are informed that there is 
Interested students kindly register your name with the placement cell 

 till 01:00AM.  

 

Bangalore or Hyderabad 

2. Strong in one programming language - Java or Python 
3. Good understanding of Web Architecture or Strong Android or Strong iOS knowledge
4. Should be good in Linux commands (good in using Vi editor / putty etc.)
5. Desirable : if they have good understanding of Web Services or APIs 

not scared of technology 

They would first be taken as Interns and then based on performance they would be 
converted to full time employees in 1-3 months timeframe. For interns we pay a 

hly salary of 10k. On confirmation it becomes 2Lakhs per annum and after 6 
months to 2.4 Lakhs per annum. 

Two Technical Interviews live web/phone. 

PLACEMENT NOTICE 

                 Dr. B.B.Waphare
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iOS knowledge 
4. Should be good in Linux commands (good in using Vi editor / putty etc.) 

 

They would first be taken as Interns and then based on performance they would be 
3 months timeframe. For interns we pay a 

hly salary of 10k. On confirmation it becomes 2Lakhs per annum and after 6 

Date: 23/11/2017 

Dr. B.B.Waphare 

Principal 


